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The Gardiner Wright Mansion sits in two acres of landscaped grounds facing to the east 
on Georgetown's South Front Street. The three-bay, double-pile/ center-hall-plan 
mansion is constructed of three courses of brick stuccoed on the exterior and plastered 
within.

The house is of basically Regency style with some Empire and early Italianate details. 
In overall plan it consists of two double-pile, single-bay, brick rectangular sections 
placed parallel to each other. A two-story brick central hall runs the full depth 
of the house, joining the main sections together. The front of the central bay is 
recessed six feet from the main front line of the house, allowing for a recessed 
entrance'and second-floor balcony. The parallel side sections have low hip roofs. 
The roofline of the central hall section is set perpendicular to those of the side 
sections and its roofline is one-and-a-half-feet lower.

Though the house was extensively restored by James M. Tunnell, Jr., an earlier owner 
in the late 1940's, its original design and all interior and exterior details which 
were in place at that time have been retained. An original kitchen wing running from 
the rear of the house, which was in bad repair, was removed. A rear screened-in, 
flat-roofed porch was added. A new wing was added to the north side of the house 
which contains a one-story kitchen and a two-story garage with servant's quarters 
overhead. The new wing was very carefully designed to match the style of the original 
house as closely as possible, as was a new shed outbuilding to the north of the garage.

Two original outbuildings, a wood shed, and an extremely unusual two-level milk house 
are placed symmetrically at the rear of the house. Both are constructed of brick and 
covered with white-painted stucco. Both have pyramidal roofs with slight overhangs 
at the eaves. The cornice is simple box-type with an ovolo moulding above.

The main body of the house is perfectly symmetrical and extremely plain. The tall 
windows, which are set into the brick walls, have no exterior shutters or decorative 
mouldings. The only decorations are brackets under the cornice and cut-out wooden 
curvilinear gingerbread trim over the small second-floor porch. The brackets are of 
two sizes with large and small ones placed alternately. All brackets have turned 
pendants and are essentially Italianate.

The low hip roofs have relatively narrow eaves. Original wooden shingles have been 
replaced by asphalt shingles. Interior chimneys rise on the sides of the structure 
near each of the four corners. The white-painted stucco on the brick exterior shows 
some evidence of patterning to simulate stone blocks.

The interior of the house contains eight fireplaces. Mouldings and door and window 
surrounds (of the bull's-eye type) are either original or careful replicas of the 
originals. The interior walls of the central hallway are of brick, three courses 
wide and plastered over. All the mantels are wood and of an early Victorian design.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Gardiner Wright Mansion, a largey three-bay, double-pile stuccoed brick structure 
located at the south end of Georgetown's Front Street, is significant as a very fine 
and unusual example of mid-nineteenth-century plantation architecture in lower Delaware 
The mansion which was built in 1841 by Sussex County, Delaware, planter and Business 
man Gardiner H. Wright, is virtually unique in its design in lower Delaware. It is 
essentially of Regency style with certain Empire and early Italianate features. In 
certain^respects, such as its general massing and the ornate carved wooden floral 
design around its front entrance, the house is quite similar to "Swanwyck," the best 
known example of a Regency country house in Delaware before it was remodeled some 
years ago. As such, it is architecturally significant as one of the last remaining 
examples of the Regency style in Delaware and as a transitional structure of importance 
to southern Delaware.
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One interior wall, between what was originally the front and rear parlors, has been 
removed. Modern valances have been placed in the room, but the window trim is original. 
Original ornate plaster designs on the ceilings have also been removed.

The bookshelves and some panelling in the library at the front north side of the house 
appear to date from the restoration, although they are done in the same basic style. 
The dining room, entered through double two-panelled doors, contains wainscot panel 
ling. A pair of modern French doors have been set into the rear wall leading to the 
modern porch. An original cupboard with glass-paned doors is in the east wall.

A butler's pantry has been built into the rear of the hallway separating the parlor 
and the dining room. The stairway rising from the front of the hall runs to a landing 
and then up to the upstairs hall. The posts and rail closely resemble those in another 
early Georgetown House (The Judge's).

The second floor of the house contains four bedrooms, each with a fireplace. The two 
rooms on the southwest side have wainscot panelling which appears original. All up 
stairs panelling, window surrounds, and interior shutters repeat the design of those 
on the first floor.

An original basement extends under the house displaying the brickwork, chimney bases, 
and heavy beams supporting the first floor.

While the interior of the house has undergone considerable alteration, many of the 
original features remain. The exterior design, the most significant feature of the 
house, has not been seriously altered.
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structures in use when the area was an active plantation. The boundary is 410.8 
feet along South Front Street by 250 feet deep for a total area of 102,700 square 
feet.
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